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ClassVR is the ideal solution for Emergency Services training for its ease of use and impact 
when delivering Road Safety Awareness programmes to young people. Our Virtual Reality 
technology can provide realistic and hard-hitting experiences of serious road accidents, and the 
consequences of dangerous driving.

IMPROVING ROAD SAFETY WITH
VIRTUAL REALITY EXPERIENCES

“Discovering ClassVR has let us convey our road safety messages to a far greater 
number of people in a more e�  cient manner than we fi rst thought possible. It truly is 
an excellent solution for showing VR in a classroom or at events and I look forward to 
seeing how the technology (and our use of it) develops.”

Jennifer Stark
Area Communications Manager, Police Scotland



ClassVR’s headset is a standalone device, delivering a fully immersive 
VR experience under the trainer’s control. Unlike other VR headsets, 
ClassVR does not require any additional devices, such as mobile 
phones. Everything is fully integrated into the device, making it easy 
to use and highly reliable.

Standalone Headset - No Mobile Device Needed

At the heart of ClassVR is our user-friendly portal, providing all the 
necessary content and tools to successfully deliver immersive and 
engaging virtual reality experiences in any environment. Whether in a 
training room, school, o�  ce building or at an exhibition, ClassVR will 
give you total control.

ClassVR’s online portal makes it very easy to drag and drop your 
VR content into your custom playlist. With a click of a button, 
experiences can be sent straight to the headsets, enabling you to 
simultaneously control VR experiences in real-time from one device. 
Videos are sequenced so that every student will see the video at the 
same point, allowing trainers to comment as the video plays.

Simple Control and Management

The ClassVR system provides maximum flexibility 
to create, upload and use your own content 
when using virtual reality for your training needs.

It is very simple to upload photos and videos 
from a 360 camera to the ClassVR portal, and 
then send straight to the headsets with just a 
simple click. With 100Gb of storage included, 
it allows for multiple images and videos to be 
uploaded and saved.

Everything you need to implement 
VR into your training programmes.

CPD, Training, Implementation & Support
At ClassVR, we provide full set-up, training and support to 
make sure you have everything you need to get up to speed 
quickly and confidently, helping you to deliver your road 
safety training schemes with ease. 

We also offer comprehensive online courses which have 
been designed to help you get the most from your new 
investment. The courses consist of bite-sized lectures with 
short videos and quizzes, which allow you to learn at your 
own convenience. 

Uploading Your Own Content

www.classvr.com0845 862 0390   

GET IN TOUCH TODAY

sales@classvr.com
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